2400 Gallon Dust Tanker

Client: Quattro (UK) Ltd, London, UK

London-based Quattro (UK) Ltd is a multi-disciplined supplier
of services to the construction, utilities, building and recycling
industries with a long list of satisfied clients and customers
ranging from residential projects to multi-million pound
corporate and municipal contracts across the UK.
Quattro (UK) Ltd have several crushing, recycling and
processing sites. The handling process creates significant
levels of dust, which can cause health issues for operators and
neighbouring residents if not controlled properly.
Their 10,910 litre/2400 gallon dust suppression tanker ensures
that they comply fully with legislation and implement best
practice when it comes to environmental management.

Design Details

99 2400 gallon internally baffled tanker with a
painted finish to the clients specification.

99 Hydraulically operated road blaster bar for

close contact and intense cleaning. It is lifted
clear for transport.

99 Rain gun water cannon to access and

dampen down earth storage clamps up to
70m/230ft high.

99 Commercial axle rated to 100km/hr with
suspension for safe road transportation

99 8000 litre Garda pump
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“

MAJOR tankers are totally reliable. In all the years we have had them, we’ve had
no issues. That’s important, because we hire them out a lot throughout the year.
They are very simple to operate so suit many of our customers.
Each tanker provides us with a multi-functional facility for lots of different jobs.
Not only with the rain gun and spinner suppressor, but they also have an integral
wash-down facility which we can use on site for our construction equipment. It
can be used for cleaning muddy roads as well before the sweeper goes in.
Major Equipment has top class engineers and are always willing to manufacture
something special, built for purpose and built to last.

Michael McDermott
Plant Manager, Quattro (UK) Ltd.
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